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Hoosier Racing Tire Introduces the NLMT 
 

Lakeville, Ind. – September 8, 2022. Hoosier Racing Tire, the world’s largest manufacturer of 

racing tires, proudly announces the introduction of the purpose built National Late Model Tire 

(NLMT), to encompass all dirt super late model racing commencing with the 2023 season. 

 

The formation of the new NLMT program began as a consolidation of the expansive dirt super 

late model tire selections currently offered by Hoosier. Amending the existing complex tire 

program, new offerings will be reduced to just three (3) 90’ tires and three (3) 92” tires for 2023. 

Subsequently, the former 4-digit numbered compounds will now be simplified, represented by 1, 

2, 3, or 4. With its inception, the NLMT tire is designed as a no-groove, no-sipe program and will 

be the only dirt super late model tire offered by Hoosier. 

Consolidation of Hoosier’s current offerings is expected to significantly reduce both the time and 

labor costs typically associated with tire preparation. Teams will now be able to carry a lower 

inventory, due to reduced variety, and will decrease their supply of wheels kept on hand. 

Another key benefit of the NLMT program focuses on the less aggressive compounds utilized, 

which should allow teams to consume fewer tires. Hoosier firmly believes all of these factors will 

provide a winning experience for the teams, drivers and our valued partners.   

“Creation of the NLMT program and beginning a consolidation, has been part of Hoosier’s vision 

and was accelerated with the help of our partners, including Lucas Oil and World Racing 

Group,” said Paul Menting, VP of Sales for Hoosier Racing Tire. “They saw the need for this 

type of program and really started the ball rolling for us.”  
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“The timing was right to put this change in motion,” commented Shanon Rush, Oval Track Dirt 

Product Manager. “With our challenging inventory position, it only made sense to help expedite 

the implementation of the NLMT program.”   

For more information on Hoosier racing tires, contact your nearest Hoosier Racing Tire 

Distributor. A complete list of locations can be found at www.hoosiertire.com. Follow us on 

Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. 
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Hoosier Racing Tire is the largest race tire manufacturer in the world. Hoosier has grown to produce over 1,000 
different types of race tires. The company has its own 300-mph test wheel; a technology center; state-of-the-art, fully 
integrated production facilities, including a high-tech mixing plant. Our mission is to fuel passion, pride, and success. 

Hoosier Racing Tire is a 100% subsidiary of Continental AG. 

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for sustainable and connected mobility of people and 
their goods. Founded in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and affordable solutions for 
vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In 2020, Continental generated sales of €37.7 billion and currently 
employs more than 192,000 people in 58 countries and markets. On October 8, 2021, the company celebrated its 
150th anniversary. 
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Catalog # 

36700 

36710 

Size 

90.0/11.0-15 

92.0/11.0-15 

Pattern 

Large Cross Block 

Large Cross Block 

T.W. 

11.0” 

11.0” 

Dia. 

28.5" 

29.0” 

Circ. 

89.0" 

92.0” 

Wheel 

12-14" 

12-14” 

Compound 

NLMT1, NLMT2, NLMT3 

NLMT2, NLMT3, NLMT4 
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